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Total 0.38 3 738 251
Manufacturing 0.41 1 566 466
Construction 0.38 291 544
Services 0.36 1 880 241
Manual workers 0.40 917 588
Clerical workers 0.37 1 000 164
Intermediate occupations 0.39 895 318
Managers 0.37 925 181
 0 to 19 employees 0.37 488 333
20 to 49 employees 0.35 583 915
50 to 149 employees 0.35 1 274 658
150 to 499 employees 0.37 1 065 966
more than 500 employees 0.42 325 37943
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Wage Changes are synchronised within firms if … 
Share of Synchronised 
Wage Changes
Total number of Wage 
Changes 
… all Wages Change Together
44%
1 290 466
… the null Assumption of a binomial distribution is rejected
75%
1 290 466




Table 3: Share of Wage Changes Synchronised within Firms
Note: Firms which report data for only one category of employees are removed. Results are weighted.45
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by a Taylor contract
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Education, health and social work
Size of the firm dummies








































































































































 The  model is estimated by maximum likelihood. Parameters for the size of wage change are not reported. The reference category
 is : Manual Worker, Manufacturing goods, Firm with more than 500 employees, 
Fourth quarter, Duration > 4 quarters. The impact on the probabilities of wage increase and decrease are the impact of the chan
ge of one unit evaluated for the reference category, and for cumulated changes in inflation and 
unemployment equal to zero. For the reference case the estimated probability of wage increase is 0.299 and the probability of w
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Inflation (backward, elapsed 2 spells)
0.153
0.029
Inflation (backward, lagged, elapsed 2 spells)
0.055
0.021





Inflation (forward, 2 spell)
0.063
2.251
Inflation (forward, lagged forecast, 2 spell)
0.051
3.161









Unemployment (backward, elapsed 2 spells)
-0.002
0.058
Unemployment (backward, lagged, elapsed spell)
-0.164
0.032





Unemployment (forward, 2 spells)
-0.092
0.110


































































































































































































































































































The sample selection model is estimated by maximum likelihood. Parameters for the selection equation are very close to those re
ported in table 5 and are not reported. The dependent variable is 




).  The reference category is : Manual Worker, Manufacturing goods, Firm with more than 500 employees, Fourth quarter, Duration
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W age spel l s dur at i on
1234567891 0 1 1 1 249
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